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. Brand New Book. When the videocassette recorder was launched on the consumer market in the
mid-1970s, it transformed home entertainment. Bringing together complementary but also
competing interests from the consumer electronics industry and the film, television and other
copyright industries, video created a new sector of media business. Two decades later, DVD
reinvented video media for the digital age. DVD provided consumers with an innovative form of
entertainment technology and almost instantaneously became the catalyst for a huge boom in the
video market. Although the VCR and DVD created major markets for video hardware and software,
the video business has been continually shaped by industry conflicts and tensions. Repeatedly the
video market has become divided when faced with the introduction of competing formats. Easy
reproduction of films and other works on cassette or disc made video software a lucrative market
for the copyright industries but also intensified struggles to combat the effects of commercial
piracy. Video and DVD Industries examines the business of video entertainment and provides the
first study looking at DVD from an industrial perspective. Detailing divisions in the video business,
the book outlines...
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Reviews
Extremely helpful to all class of individuals. It really is writter in straightforward terms instead of di icult to understand. I am just happy to explain how this
is the finest publication i have got read inside my own lifestyle and might be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . Meta Smith
An exceptional book and also the font utilized was intriguing to read. This is for all who statte there was not a worth reading. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Tyson Hilper t
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